
62,000 Unvaxx'd Guards, Reserve Soldiers Facing Loss Of Pay As Army Prepares To Enforce
Vaccine Mandate

BY TYLER DURDEN TUESDAY, JUL 12, 2022 - 11:25 AM

Authored by Enrico Trigoso via The Epoch Times,

About 40,000 National Guard and 22,000 reserve soldiers will be blocked from service for rejecting the COVID vaccines, U.S. Army officials said on
July 8.

“Soldiers who refuse the vaccination order without an approved or pending exemption request are subject to adverse
administrative actions, including flags, bars to service, and official reprimands,” an Army spokesperson told Military.com.

The deadline for the Defense Department’s vaccination mandate passed at midnight on June 30. The order cuts off pay and some of the military
benefits to the 62,000 service members.

Retired U.S. Air Force lieutenant general Tom McInerney criticized the Biden administration’s vaccination mandates.

“Why would the army do that when the survival rate of their age group is [extremely high]?” McInerney told The Epoch Times.

If those have yet to meet the deadline remain steadfast in their decision to reject the jabs, they might face more severe consequences.

“In the future, Soldiers who continue to refuse the vaccination order without an exemption may be subject to additional adverse
administrative action, including separation,” the Army spokesperson further noted.

“We’re going to give every soldier every opportunity to get vaccinated and continue their military career,” Lt. Gen. Jon Jensen,
director of the Army Guard, told the outlet. “We’re not giving up on anybody until the separation paperwork is signed and completed.”

Across all states and territories, only 23 permanent medical exemptions and 19 permanent religious exemptions have been issued by the U.S. Army,
according to their vaccination data from July 8.

Career-Ending Myocarditis

Lt. John Bowes (Courtesy of John Bowes)

Air Force pilot Lt. John Bowes told The Epoch Times in late June that he personally knows a few pilots who “developed myocarditis from the
vaccine, and they don’t fly anymore.”

“I know of personally more than 700 pilots who are actively unvaccinated and have filed a religious accommodation or have
filed for a medical exemption or something of the sort,” Bowes added.

The Air Force has been struggling with pilot shortages for years now. Former Air Force Chief of Staff General David Goldfein testified before
congress in 2017 about a shortage of aviators, writing in 2016 that the situation was a “quiet crisis.”

A DoD report (pdf) from 2019 noted that by the end of FY 2018, the Air Force was “short 2,000 pilots out of a total inventory of 18,400.”
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This is how much the US military and government cares about you …. 
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The military expects you to follow orders. I am not defending the order... I would break it too... But I wouldn't feel like I was
victimized by being discharged after disobeying the order... That is what you sign up for when you join the military... you are
signing over your life to the state.
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You are signing up to risk your life for the state. Its different, its not Bushido. 
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No you sign your life over to the state, if a person gets in to a fight with you... That person can be arrested for
damaging government property. You need to read the fine print... You sign yourself over into slavery.
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Actually no, according to the state legal team it owns you anyway, which is why it can conscript. But the US runs
under constitutional law which overrides any legal contract. Therefore US soldiers are currently employees under an
employment contract as professional soldiers, AKA mercenaries, and US conscripts are effectively militia. There are
many times the US military has tried to enforce the death penalty under treason, and the charges never stick, its
usually enforced for murder in uniform. Most recently its Manning AKA Assange and Wikileaks, they in fact
convicted  for contractual violations - and in fact, its illegal to do so. The warning here is your country is always
acting illegally.   
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Nothing you wrote refuted my statement. You simply stated that they avoided the death penalty... They didn't
avoid penalty... just the death penalty.

I know for a fact this is how it is. You all just have a false understanding of how this works. You think the military is
going to fund your education when you get out and pay for all of that training and room and board if they just see
you as professional soldiers? You are sadly mistaken my friend. You can try to argue that to a military court but
the rules are different in their courts than they are in ours. You don't have many rights. Sadly, many people like
you go in to the military and I don't feel bad for them when reality strikes them. If you are going to sign up for
something that is going to put you in mortal danger, you should probably read all of the fine print and know what
you are getting yourself in to.
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 now you double check the order ? how come ?
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I didn't say it was right, I am saying that is how it is. Maybe read what I write before assuming you know my
position on this matter. I already stated that I wouldn't follow the order myself... I also stated I wouldn't feel like a
victim if I was discharged after not following that order because when you sign up you are told that you are
signing your life over to the military.

Sorry but it is weak to try and paint a person with a brush that doesn't apply to them just because they disagree
with your irrational and entitled perspective.
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Meanwhile the UK Gov. just published a report confirming the Vaccinated account for 94% of all COVID-19
Deaths since April, 90% of which were Triple/Quadruple Jabbed

https://expose-news.com/2022/07/11/boris-distraction-uk-gov-revealed-triple-vaccinated-94percent-covid-
deaths/
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@JZerohedge Perhaps you failed to understand.

Like a good leftist.

You signed a contract, you were not obligated in law.

The contracts did not override your rights.

Your executive branch & Law made the contract override your rights by rulings denying you your rights in law. You
solicitors are complicit. 

Subordinate law was allowed to overrule constitutional rights.

But then again, I will make this plain as well. 

When its time to sign on, and I know this from experience.

The actual contract is a legal volume of military law you do not get to read in advance. Unconscionable terms.  
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I agree...served 8 years. 2 as a recruiter. you are .government property. You agree to that condition and you sign
knowing that. I don't agree with forcing vaccines on troops because they are not medically vetted. When you take
your inprocessing vaccines...they are tried and tested and vetted...the coof shot is not. I hate it for the soldiers who
refuse but that is the military. With all that being said..I despise the Biden administration for allowing transtesticles
and all the other freaks to even touch a uniform much less wear one....it disgust and sickens me to even think they
infect the military I served in. 
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you are a racist. shots are safe and effective. as trump said, he has taken all boosters and it is safe ... trump said
that, fauci the same, biden the same, hillary same, all reps same ... what are you a lunatic???
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I agree but forget the military, the US thinks all its citizens are its property. Thanks to Barry Soetoro that’s why you
get taxed anywhere in the world for life.  Tell me that’s not morally corrupt as hell. Country is a full on dirt torpedo
now. 
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You don't sign up to be a unwilling medical test dummy for experimental gene therapy.

That's called an unlawful order.
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Not really, they can order you to do whatever they want. You think the people that stormed the beaches of Normandy
had a choice? That order was a suicide order... most people knew this and they did it anyways.

They experiment on soldiers all the time, apparently you don't know your history.
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since that flu pandemic  ...
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one has to assume THEY ARE PART OF THE GREAT RESET and NEW WORLD ORDER
 

fall into line or you will likely find out soon that you can't buy anything or survive

mark of the beast is coming it looks like - and it's name if NOT biden

backstabber
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Back that far, people actually trusted the Government! Big difference now.
Time to play
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is it? how big is us military and how many willingly let themselves get multiple injected even now? 
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Doesn't address that is an unlawful order.  The original poster is correct.
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Maybe the 62,000 can initiate a class action against the military once they have been discharged. 
Crabgrass
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Lol... that would be amusing to watch. Didn't work for the soldiers that refused the Anthrax vaccine back during the
gulf war.

jzerohedge
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(Protesting) Or the Bonus army, also post Rev. War, gov stiffed the good men who fought on behalf of the
republic.. time and time again. 
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But they didn’t get Gulf War Syndrome 
Badsamm
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You are absolutely correct... You have every right to disobey and walk away.... You aren't a reasonable person if
you expect to disobey and continue with your military career.
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these guys live in the universe of old america ... whatever that meant ....
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You live in a fantasy land built on social media induced brainwashing.

Actually... it's pretty easy to see you are just a troll... So I am just going to ignore you.
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take it easy amigo ... we are just shooting pool over here ... nothing more ...
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maybe we should call on those 62K to join the people versus the fascists.
in-the-ether
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Remember the anthrax vaxx?  They put whatever they want into any part of your body they want and call it an order.
Ginger Giraffe
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I should think a legal argument could be made that, since an enlistee must maintain himself in battle ready shape,
and another enlistee could be in violation for incapacitating a member of the military, that the vaxx is injurious and a
clear and present danger to the integrity of individual servicemen and the military as a whole.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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The argument could be made yes... would it fly? No... because they already tried during the gulf war with regard
to the experimental anthrax vaccine. Just in case you forgot... they failed.
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pfizer destroyed the military with ((  one  ))  shot..
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The sooner these soldiers move on, the better for them. I guarantee you 95%+ of those people will find better  jobs and
become more productive members of society. Same with almost everyone who gets laid off. The sooner you find a place
that value you, the better.
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Wait until those vaxxed squadies come to force vaxx you?

It is inevitable and what this is really about.

Comply or die ...

GreatUncle
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This place would go full guerrilla.  The Mandarin-speaking folks would probably inherit the ashes left behind. 
Ginger Giraffe
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no, wrong

comply and die

or 

do not comply and die

die is not optional here, ever, since the beginning of time

question is do you have the guts not to bend over 

NoPasaran
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With the facts in evidence about the safety and efficacy of the vaccine, I would posit that those orders are not legitimate.  

"That is what you sign up for when you join the military"

What, you signed up to take a vaccine that's obviously dangerous to people in your age group to not even protect you
against a virus that poses little or no danger to people in your age group?

Clearly, you have a very low opinion of our military and its traditions.  

Smiddywesson
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Exactly. How could it be a lawful order to allow yourself to become incapacitated for deployment? There should
already be legal precedent from past courts-martial - something about drink or dope or shooting oneself in the foot to
be discharged, etc.

O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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There is legal precedent of people trying to use your argument and failing.
jzerohedge
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All the more reason to secede and break up the failed mess called America and save the parts.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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you do not have to follow an unlawful order, however. Being forced into experimental medical protocol is rather unlawful.
The military may signed their life away, but they did not sign into becoming medical test animals. 
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Like I said, that argument didn't work for the people who refused the anthrax vaccine... Nothing has changed since
then. I agree with your logic and I wouldn't obey the order but I also would know what I signed up for when I joined the
military... You don't get all those benefits for nothing bro.
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Agreed with the anthrax vaccine. Those were different days though, as the word of POTUS and the chain of
command carried much more respect internally and globally. Today, not so much, so the peons are pushing back at
last. If they pushed in the 1990s, the public would not believe them, let alone support them. Today is different. 
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the whole thing is a total farse.
Pandelis
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Although they've always been subjected to experiments, with nukes, microbes, etc.
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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Yup
jzerohedge
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This is not about health. All about compliance and blind faith in .gov orders. We all know what the militarily will be forced to
do one day so its better for .gov to separate them now.
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Thank God they're going to get the ax. I'd rather have no police corps than dealing with antivaxxer morons.
AOC-Bernie 2024
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get your booster
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Can someone inform Jabba the slut and Gates Fauci    patent holder  NO STATUE OF LIMITATIONS ON MURDER.   Now 
have  the vaccine courts  exposing  the  Eugenics Science Cult..    Exactly how did these things get  paid for and promoted
since  the  Anthrax  attacks' 
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The draft went away during the Vietnam War when soldiers fragged their officers. The same thing is going to happen with
this mask psychosis and jab mandates if the military keeps pushing this insanity
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The question still remains, why the huge push for this? That still remains to be seen.
FurnitureFireSale
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so they know who will shoot their own people when the order comes down.
in-the-ether
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this^^^^
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If the evidence emerging from the vaccine’s long term effects is remotely true, their killing machines may have some
trouble annihilating us. At least it even things up a bit. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist
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They also have families
austinmilbarge
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The CDC updated their "Myths and Facts about COVID-19 Vaccines" site on June 19th, 2022.  One of their "Myths"
is "COVID-19 vaccines can alter my DNA"   

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/facts.html. 

 

On their updated website, they explicitly deny this can happen:

"MYTH: COVID-19 vaccines can alter my DNA.

FACT: COVID-19 vaccines do not change or interact with your DNA in any way.

Both messenger RNA (mRNA) and viral vector COVID-19 vaccines work by delivering instructions (genetic material)
to our cells to start building protection against the virus that causes COVID-19.

After the body produces an immune response, it discards all the vaccine ingredients just as it would discard any
information that cells no longer need. This process is a part of normal body functioning.

The genetic material delivered by mRNA vaccines never enters the nucleus of your cells, which is where your DNA is
kept. Viral vector COVID-19 vaccines deliver genetic material to the cell nucleus to allow our cells to build protection
against COVID-19. However, the vector virus does not have the machinery needed to integrate its genetic material
into our DNA, so it cannot alter our DNA."

 

However, a recent study out of Sweden published in April, 2022, clearly shows for the first time that the mRNA from
the vaccines definitely is reverse transcribed into the DNA of recipients.  

https://www.mdpi.com/1467-3045/44/3/73/htm

"In this study we present evidence that COVID-19 mRNA vaccine BNT162b2 is able to enter the human liver cell line
Huh7 in vitro. BNT162b2 mRNA is reverse transcribed intracellularly into DNA as fast as 6 h after BNT162b2
exposure."

 

Scroll down to the end of this article to see a two min discussion of this import study:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/must-watch-dr-peter-mccullough-discusses-new-study-shows-
pfizers-covid-mrna-vaccines-can-modify-dna-human-genome-video/

The consequences are not known yet, but this study is the first of many more to follow, which proves this CDC claim
is false.
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Autoimmune hepatitis is on this rise I am told. This could explain it. 
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Miffed Microbiologist
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In violation of Posse Comitatus?
O-same-old Bin Lurkin'
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They've long since figured out a way around that....just militarize the police.
Sprumford
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By then every person will know what the military now represents ... their death.
GreatUncle
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it was ALWAYS "their death", but you throw a dice and maybe you survive
NoPasaran
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It's showing up in excess deaths all over the place.
Krink26
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SADS, lulz
in-the-ether
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Why do this?

1. Weaken the Military and remove all true patriots from it
2. Allow other countries to take advantage (IE CHina, Russia)
3. Fill Army with sycophants (IE, Now we're all gay here!)
4. Launch Pogrom on remaining republicans in country using now liberal army for support.

Impossible you say?...It wasn't for the Russians in the 1920's.....

You guys seriously need to read "Under the Sign of the Scorpion" by Juri Lina.....explains what's coming in full. 

Budnacho
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Coming soon. Prepare accordingly.
flyonmywall
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Except how valiantly and with how much valor will these broken, corrupted, gay mil personnel fight vs actual real men?
Edward Abbey b-tchez
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unfortunately, IMO, the rumors of all those "real men" will melt quickly into the background after the first few are
paraded through the streets of CNN to the cheers of the peasants who bought the propaganda about our "brave
heroes" liquidating nationalist terrorists.

in-the-ether
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how did that theory work out in ahfganistan
Leonine
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Ask the Spartans....
Budnacho
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what "REAL men"? :-D

besides, they will fight YOU

NoPasaran
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The goal is to weaken our nation to the point that nothing or nobody can turn it around and we will become slaves of the
'new liberal world order".

mightydog
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Thet want to make absolutely certain we can't win WW3
King Kona
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Reply"

why do you want WW3?

what about living peacefully instead of always going somewhere to kill people (syria, lybia, afganistan, ukraine)?
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Those that get vaxxed will be indoctrinated to force vaxx the population.

And they are on a time frame or appear too be.

 

GreatUncle
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To degrade and put at risk the USA.  Should be obvious at this point
Reverse Osmosis
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and yet still, we consent.
in-the-ether
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They are preparing shutdown of US military. 1000% guaranteed. After transportation industry, they are killing military.
domoga
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good riddance

they never protected my right in the first place

HideTheUgly1
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A Pureblood soldier is a good thing. He is showing his ability to think beyond hive mentality tho trained the opposite.
These soldiers may be our future comrades. 
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Miffed Microbiologist
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yeah right on ... when it comes to his own little ass ...

you better put your hopes somewhere else ... these guys would stick an injection into your arm without a second
thought ... thats the bottom line ...

Pandelis
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They'll still have plenty of woke snowflakes that will prove next to useless if the USA gets into a decent conflict, along with
the women where the vast majority will "accidentally" become pregnant if the same happens.

PhilofOz
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This is deliberate because China Joe is compromised. 
told_ya_so
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absolutely.  Soviet Union like collapse is coming to the US sooner than we now....soon after the Euro/European union
collapse...and the Japanese collapse......

runaway US government spending is in process....USD is only temporarily increasing as Euro and yen collapse and those
countries switch to USD as a store of value....however, the USD collapse will follow and everyone will be shephered into the
New World order and global digital currency...

firing US military soldiers is just another intentional step to neuter the USA

 

everything is going according to globalists' plan

Foxy28
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Good
voting machine
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It has to be our most corrupt institution...not the soldiers...but the officers and particularly the officers in charge of assigning
contracts which they collect kickbacks from...

Castor gordo el tercero
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It all makes perfect sense if the endgame is destruction of the military and the USA. Joe Dementias Chicom owners are
demanding this. Joe thinks they will let him live :-) 

I told my employer I would walk rather than vax. I was saved by the Supreme Court decision. Now, I am not nearly as loyal to my
scum bag employer. I still show up and work, just not as hard and very little OT. Is a total loss of loyalty the effect you were
looking for Mr. employer ? 

quietdude
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Admirals in dresses, presidents in diapers, and now this crap, is it any wonder the Army is at only 40% of their recruiting goals?
Smiddywesson
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I would NEVER, in good conscience, allow my children to be taken in by this evil monstrosity.  My blind patriotism "because
my grandpa served" ended years ago.  A difficult realization than many of us are waking up to.

there is NOTHING this filth will do to uphold our freedom, safety, happiness, or Constitution.

in-the-ether
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They can always reinstate  the draft. That  may hasten the awakening for some. 
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Miffed Microbiologist
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Yep, the citizens go off to fight and die while illegals and rapefugees stay behind and f-k the women
Quia Possum
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depressing, still 40% of total numbnuts that would inject their own siblings if ordered to
NoPasaran
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A vaccine so safe and effective they have to threaten peoples livelihoods and force them to take it.
Reverse Osmosis

#

#

26 Reply"

18 hours ago

...soldiers who continue to refuse are subject to loss of pay, discharge, blah blah, blah.

 

A few things they are not subject to, as the article points out to in part

Myocarditis

Increased risk of death

blood clots

increased risk of heart attacks

Bells-Palsy

.....

ⒻⓊⒸⓀ ⒷⒾⒹⒺⓃ

🤡🌎

debt_slave_1029384756

#

#

37 Reply"

18 hours ago

About a year ago I walked when my employer said I had to get vaxxed - and I'm still very content with my decision. It's not
worth any amount of money to work for anyone who starts dictating your medical and health decisions.

Tom of the Woods

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

+1
espirit

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

Best move of your life. Emphasis on LIFE. 
Habeebespurt

#

#

26 Reply"

18 hours ago

This is a culling tool.  Our military is being quietly defeated right in plain sight.
Cautiously Pessimistic

#

#

14 Reply"

18 hours ago

And today Naomi Wolf reported that China is manufacturing the jabs for us! Insane! 
AimeeZH

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

Air Force Chief of Staff Goldfein quietly discharging pilots in plain sight, sort of says it all.
Electric Grid Down with Sweet and Sour

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

Goldfein => Tribe
TheVaxIsDeath

#

#

Reply"

17 hours ago

goldfeinsteinberg
Leonine

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

The U.S. is nothing but a crappy garage sale to the globalists now.
So few realize how bad things really are.

A. Reaman

#

#

22 Reply"

18 hours ago

And the number is way higher than 62,000.

Does not count pending appeals.

Does not count those who have not gotten 3rd and 4th boosters.

Does not count those who get pregnant and are medically exempt.

The number is probably closer to 100,000.  And that doesn't count active duty.

Recruiting is off by at least 50%

 

It's almost like a pefo marxist is trying to destroy the military.

2banana

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

This dude!!  It’s never been as clear as now, that is the goal. 
 

The times they are a changing.  

austinmilbarge

#

#

22 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Republican state governors need to  start state militias and hire all of these antivax soldiers and purchase high tech weaponry...i
think they should be conscripting all able males between 17 and 65...it creates social cohesiveness and grounds people with the
reality of life and death.  Use the soldiers as officers and trainers.

Castor gordo el tercero

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

DeSantis has reactivated the state guard.   

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-31/florida-posts-job-openings-for-military-style-civilian-force

Cloud9.5

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Oh good!  Thanks for pointing that out.
Castor gordo el tercero

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

If that happens then the volunteering would go through the roof. People are fine with defending their state but they have had
enough of the bullshit of wandering the world and starting foreign wars that have NOTHING to do with the US common
people. Shut down washington and return usurped powers. 

yerfej

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

He|| yeah, brother! Give our young (and older) boys and men something to put themselves 110% into, that they feel
empowered and inspired for their republic and their respective livelihoods, families, neighborhoods, the like.

Really hurts seeing, knowing so many who are passing through this life lost and without purpose. What treasures, joy they
will discover through hard work, devotion to their cause, surrendering themselves to something greater than themselves,
personal sacrifices!

Really wish it didn't have to end this way (path we seem to be on). So much wasted. And it never was any of these fools
who populate the power elite, PTB, what have you, to waste away! There shall be justice. Amen.

Edward Abbey b-tchez

#

#

18 Reply"

18 hours ago

The clot shot will kill you over time folks...... no doubt about this fact 
brian91145

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

Or quite quickly also. 
told_ya_so

#

#

17 Reply"

18 hours ago

When they allow the postal union, and politicians to skate but mandate the military you know something ain't right. 
Habeebespurt

#

#

17 Reply"

18 hours ago

Hey US Army? How are your recruiting efforts going this year?

 

No one is this stupid. This is being done to the US military on purpose. 

austinmilbarge

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

When you're young you think that you're invincible...
espirit

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Agreed, but if we are losing seasoned veterans by the tens of thousands and recruiting is off by half, what other
conclusion can one come to?

Someone with seniority needs to fall on his sword over this shit.  I’ve never been more concerned about serious shit going
down in the US than I am over this.  
 

Senior leaders should be shouting from the rooftops to stop this insanity.  

 

austinmilbarge

#

#

17 Reply"

18 hours ago

Use this opportunity to get out of the US Army and grip of woke, globalist neocons.

Who wants to die for Pedo Peter's dementia and Hunter's coke and wh0re habit?

PGR88

#

#

16 1 Reply"

17 hours ago

The order is unlawful because it is still considered an Experimental Vaccine. 
nomoneybags

#

#

11 Reply"

17 hours ago

They'll just change the definition, like they did with the very well known, well-established term "vaccine."  There's no depth
too low for this criminal regime.

WorkingClassMan

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

its funny that you think the law is relevant.
I Am Jack's 4th Account

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Honest people don't need laws, they are virtuous on their own.  They have the law written on their hearts, to quote the
Bible.

Criminals, thieves, liars and Democrats (but I repeat myself) need the laws to save them from their just desserts.

This is why lawyers are the biggest scumbags on the planet, for that very reason.

Pedro-the-cat2

#

#

16 Reply"

18 hours ago

Biden is a traitor to the United States of America who mandated Clot Shots for the military because he wants the military to be
unable to fight so he can surrender the country to China like he was paid to do. Period.

There is NO OTHER REASON to mandate Clot Shots with a 3% mortality rate just in the first 90 days alone unless you hate the
military and hate the country it defends.

A. Magnus

#

#

15 Reply"

18 hours ago

It is an abomination that the lives of our servicemen are in more danger from our own depraved government then from our
enimies.

Festus

#

#

15 Reply"

18 hours ago

Pretty remarkable anyone is still calling this a "vaccine".

It most certainly is not. 

Bay of Pigs

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/orwellian-new-emails-confirm-cdc-officials-scrambled-change-problematic-
definition-vaccine-vaccinated-experimental-mrna-jab-not-qualify-old-definition/

4thmeal

#

#

2 Reply"

10 hours ago

Do not take this pod person conversion shot or it's renewal the booster.

Calling the mRNA jab a vaccine is a Big Lie, just like calling our Truman Show media news, just like the Watergate Deep
Throat screenplay.

(Bing has delisted me.  Please visit, https://pathwhisperer.info/2022/07/05/dr-zelenko-aids-israeli-funeral-directors-are-
seeing-a-tenfold-increase-in-death-with-maria-zeee/.)

pathwhisperer

#

#

PREMIUMmtl4



15 Reply"

PREMIUM 18 hours ago

Hopefully now the military folks understand what the trucker protest was all about. Honk, Honk!

mtl4

#

#

14 Reply"

18 hours ago

I guess these unjabbed soldiers will not be participating in Ukraine's million man counter-attack.
MrMoMoChaser

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Its good they are purged to form the Resistance for the ukranian soldiers coming into the ranks. 
Scornd

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

That sounds more like the Banzi Charges of Japan in WW2
crankyoldlady

#

#

14 Reply"

18 hours ago

All done by treasonous biden to help china...piano wire for that bastard
Aussiestirrer

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Somehow find a way to transplant a conscience into these pathological shells of humans, let them rot from within!
Clockwork Orange eyes pried open with a mirror in their face. Let them experience what so many billions of their victims felt
(and feel today) due to their actions (whether it is big pharma or MIC or puppets in power).

Its tiring and so played out. Are the PTB serving their sentences here in hell alongside us, they are akin to the gulags, where
inmates would serve in as authority, personnel mgmt roles? Has to be boring already for them? Been there, done that, etc.

 "Be careful, or someday you might own the world!" Must feel a chore for many of the high brass among the PTB. In grand
scheme of the cosmos anyway, all this is meaningless (their grand utopia world) and a flash in the pan, ultimately.

Why not better use our vital, unrecoverable, most precious resource: time toward something greater than ourselves. Having
us toiling about, wasting our limited time we have on this fine planet, and the higher human potentials, abilities, works, etc.
lost or suppressed. This is a grave sin or loss, imo. 

Edward Abbey b-tchez

#

#

13 Reply"

18 hours ago

As an old school Marine, I say quit!

Take the repercussions like a man/woman and quit signing up to be cannon fodder for the Globalists, that's all you are to them!

The sooner you realize the above, the better off you will be!

The same goes for us tax slaves, get smart with money and STARVE THE BEAST!

Time to play

#

#

6 1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Semper Fi brother...agree with you 100%. Let these global commies do their own fighting, or let them send their kids to do
the fighting. Sure there are plenty of Hunter Bidens to go around looking at the stank that lines the halls of DC. Let them take
the hill. 

SmoothOpSF

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

Smooth,

Thanks for serving, 

My how times have changed!

We should bring choke out back, for some of our traitors in office!

Time to play

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 17 hours ago

As a former Marine myself I can no longer say "always faithful". That I am not. My eyes are way too open to know that
even when I was in 30 yrs ago, we were being used then.

Maj Gen Smedley Butler was right. War is a racket!

Get your area of operation defensible. Good luck gentlmen.

Sedaeng

#

#

13 Reply"

18 hours ago

While the Biden admin lets millions of covid unvaxed and untested illegals to just come right on into the USA and go where they
please.   Great plan   

Reverse Osmosis

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

what the USA government cannot kill, the boarder crossers will.
pocomotion

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

Teach your Hispanic neighbor to reload.

There's a reason the manuals aren't printed in Spanish...

espirit

#

#

12 Reply"

18 hours ago

But those with HIV, trans surgeries, overweight and pregnant can still serve.

 

2banana

#

#

11 1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Check This Out...

From The Article:

“short 2,000 pilots out of a total inventory of 18,400.”

When I Was Young, Companies Had A Personnel Department...They Now Have "Human Resources"

PILOTS ARE NOW REFERRED TO AS "INVENTORY"

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

2 1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Probably no worse than referring to one's citizens as consumers. But I hear ya!
Haitian Snackout

#

#

3 2 Reply"

18 hours ago

The Military Uses The Subhuman Expression "Inventory" For Highly Skilled Human Beings...

Christ...

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

3 2 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

The Goddamned Military Is Also Fond Of Using The Subhuman Expression "Collateral Damage"
Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

2 2 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Well, Sir...Some Of Our Inventory Suffered Collateral Damage...We'll Need To Recruit/Replace The Missing
Inventory...

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

3 2 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

At My Command...

INVENTORY, TEN HUT...

Creedence Clearwater Revival - Fortunate Son

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWijx_AgPiA

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

1 Reply"

17 hours ago

Makes it easier to process when the bodybags come back.
Fellon

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

We're "consumer cattle" for all intents and purposes.

We also used to have peace officers, now we have law enforcers.

We used to have men and women, now we have.....

...nevermind, what's the use..

JrhythmG

#

#

3 1 Reply"

17 hours ago

To Them, We're Subhuman Waste...
Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

11 1 Reply"

16 hours ago

I had a best friend from 6 th grade, flew in desert storm one , retired Full bird, flew for Delta for years, got the vax in September
and died in his sleep in February. 

Hugh G. Rection

#

#

5 Reply"

16 hours ago

Sorry to hear that.  
Xena fobe

#

#

4 Reply"

16 hours ago

I've been getting tested weekly since March just to keep my job of 32 years.  Probably as bad an idea as your friend's.  
quid pro quo world

#

#

4 Reply"

16 hours ago

Same here but he vaxxed are the ones getting sick, not the unvaxxed.  
Xena fobe

#

#

11 Reply"

17 hours ago

Last jab I took was uncle sugar's "flu" shot in 94 compliments of the air guard. 104 and severe chills for four days. Two more
years of avoiding ANY jab until it was time to leave after 13yrs.

Never again.

Never.

motorboating sob

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

Excellent comment. 
 

I resemble your username. 

austinmilbarge

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

Screw all aspects of the federal government. There isn't a single redeemable feature of this failed system of government. The
people in charge are literally insane and are stopping at nothing to ensure that everything they do and touch gets destroyed with
them.

Stop voting. Stop paying taxes into this system. Stop thinking you can vote your way out of this mess. You can't...just get ready
for collapse and do what you need to so that you and your immediate family may be at the finish line.

Obake158

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

We can still unite and bring down this heavily corrupted establishment.
Economically:
1. Develop local trade & barter plans. Businesses can form guilds and support/protect each other from regulations and
"mandates" that are not worth following.
2. Continue to use CASH. #CashFridays (cash only on Fridays) to strengthen the need for our cash economy and create
more difficulty for a switch to a digitized system.
3. Invest in de-centralized crypto if possible. They cannot touch what is not theirs. They can try to make it illegal and that
can be ignored.
Socially:
1. Do not comply with any and all government regulations involving the fake pandemic. Stand up. Refuse any mask wearing
ANYwhere. Refuse to be tested. Refuse it all.
2. Try hard to focus on re-uniting the people of our nations. Do not fall for their divisive traps. (it's not easy, I know)
3. Especially restrain from being suspicious of ANYone that seems to be on the good side. There are plenty of openly evil
bastards out there worth criticizing and shills/controlled opposition will show themselves eventually.
4. Consider ditching the cellphone. A somehow seemingly impossible suggestion even though they are all pretty much crap
technology. If we get enough to ditch it, SO MUCH cannot be implemented!
Politcally:
1. If we could have COUNTY - based secessions, even like 1 in every state, we'd be creating a whole new level of trouble for
those in power. If 50 counties across the nation all spontaneously seceded, it would be amazing. Do not expect it of your
state. Do not expect it of your city. Stick to the county level.
2. Infiltrate. Fake it. They do. Get into their ranks and organizations. Subvert from within. Obtain low-level jobs within high-
level places.
3. ORGANIZE in real space. We need to come together across this nation and form local groups, ready to train, and prepare
for the eventual need to physically rise up.
*Also posting this in the main comments area as it took a minute to type. :)
 

A. Reaman

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

its an easy way to get rid of anyone who might be problematic... All thats left are the ones who embrace woke bullshit or dont
have the balls to do the righ thing.  All part of the plan.

Col. Braddock

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Good, let those ayssholes go and fight useless foreign wars. 
yerfej

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

good point... I hadn't thought about that upside before
Col. Braddock

#

#

10 Reply"

17 hours ago

Hi I am very educated, in great shape and fit for duty. I am a patriotic young American and I want to sign up to serve my country
and spread diversity and democracy around the globe. I run 5 miles a day 2-4 days a week and have 20/20 vision, no criminal or
drug history and I am a pure blood. Where do I sign up?

Answer- Well we need you to get multiple JaBBB's of the clot shot first..

No thank you, I am in great health, already had Covid and had no issues. I am ready to serve.

Answer- Sorry but you will need us to JaBBB you first with the clot shots to get you into compliance with the drug company
representatives in the White House.

BenDover

#

#

5 2 Reply"

17 hours ago

Glad you aren’t going in!  A democracy is one of the worst forms of government, ever!  
drller

#

#

9 Reply"

17 hours ago

BE ALL YOU CAN BE...IN THE ARRRRRRRRRRRRMY...except healthy, straight and White!
WorkingClassMan

#

#

9 Reply"

18 hours ago

"will be blocked from service "

So they won't get sent off to endless wars? Bonus!

DayWear

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

Wow...this speaks volumes about the vacuum of common sense and critical thought in the leadership of US armed services. 
What soldier would follow such morons into battle?

JQP123

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

Forced vaccinations were a political, not a military command decision.

Corrupted elections have consequences.

Festus

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

When tyranny becomes law rebellion becomes duty -Thomas Jefferson
JQP123

#

#

Reply"

17 hours ago

What soldier would follow such morons into battle?

- The same 95% who willingly takes it up the ass.

Fellon

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

This is a partisan political purge of the military
Oligarch 2.0

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Correct
MY_LURKER

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

The Uniparty approves...
espirit

#

#

9 Reply"

18 hours ago

covid was invented for the "vaccine".
insanityantidote

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

Yes. Deliberately funded, deliberately created and deliberately released. 
Mr. Apotheosis

#

#

8 1 Reply"

17 hours ago

At least we still have 62,000 in the military still with a brain!
drller

#

#

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 17 hours ago

Good, the more people that hate the cabal the better.  We are gonna need as many patriots as possible for the special operation
to recapture the occupied state.

BlackFlagUp

#

#

9 Reply"

17 hours ago (Edited)

Red states should hire them and train them as militia. It is too dangerous to have only Democrats in our military.
BagOfChips

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

It would be a wise idea.
SomeAreMoreEqual

#

#

8 Reply"

17 hours ago

How did these 62,000 people surive for over 2 years without the vax, WTH? We should study these specmins.
hedgelurker

#

#

6 Reply"

17 hours ago

It was easy. Turn the tv off and ignore vaxtards.
Hadrian

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

They risked that .00000002% risk they had of dying of covid.
Xena fobe

#

#

9 Reply"

18 hours ago

Why do the military academies obsess over advanced bedmaking skills? Because 9/10ths of the job is mindless obedience.
Executing orders without question, even f*cking stupid ones. Even evil stuff... like surrounding the so called 'peoples house' with
barbed war and machine guns after a dubious election to keep the peasants away.

The Ghost of Keeve

“Why would the army do that when the survival rate of their age group is [extremely high]?” McInerney
told The Epoch Times.

#

#

18 hours ago (Edited)Southern_Boy



9 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

 

Now would be the time for China to start to make their move to Taiwan. 

Thanks a lot, Brandon!

General Tom McInerney: This is intentional, not incompetence. Call it out as such. 

 

Southern_Boy

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

Its not a vaccine, its gene modification and  therapy.
Reverse Osmosis

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

therapy??????????
drivel_news

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

Only an idiot would put their lives on the line for the pantshitter and taco jill.
Ksquish2001

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

taco jill.

lol

desertdog

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

The more people who quit these "vaccine mandated jobs" the better.
Stuck on Zero

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

It's only a matter of time before the woketard management at my day gig makes the Clot Shots a requirement, and I've been
preparing for that day for a while now. I'll simply tell them no job is worth my health or my life and so I'm not taking the
shots, they can do what they please at that point. I'll make the unemployment claim and look for other work, the vaxtards
should start creating more vacancies anyway.

A. Magnus

#

#

9 Reply"

18 hours ago

Seriously I'm surprised 90% of the enlistees didn't refuse the jab just to escape the Biden regime early.
GhostOLaz

#

#

9 Reply"

18 hours ago

Our soldiers have become nothing but cannon fodder for Zionist ambitions for world conquest.

It would be better to walk rather than accept being injected with a biological weapon.

Fluff The Cat

#

#

9 Reply"

19 hours ago

THE DAMNED THINGS DON’T EVEN WORK. THIS IS STUPID. 

Passengers Evacuated due to Covid Outbreak on All-Vaccinated Cruise

One out of 20 is sick -- and the UK is WORSE!

https://igorchudov.substack.com/p/passengers-evacuated-due-to-covid?

AimeeZH

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago

HIlarious how the idiots think they're protected. 
yerfej

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

5G is turned on and up on all cruise ships.
pocomotion

#

#

1 1 Reply"

18 hours ago

there is no virus nor any test for a virus. all theater. the only virus is fear.
lawofone

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

This action has nothing to do with any vaccines.  It's the destruction of the American Military.  They are also now including CRT
training and now want trans people to use the bathrooms of the sex they assume.  Meaning man trans showering with females. 
This is destruction of the military.  

acarring

#

#

8 Reply"

18 hours ago

Well, that's 62,000 potential well-trained fighters when reality finally dawns on the sheeple against their diabolical herders.
eyewillcomply

#

#

8 Reply"

19 hours ago

i don't like this story

i want to talk about the WEF calling the shots in your country and making your family pay more for food and gas

HideTheUgly1

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

Don't leave the U.N. out either.....
Hotair

#

#

7 1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Why are we still having this discussion? The Supreme Court of the United States ruled mask mandates as unconstitutional. And
how did the Biden administration respond? By ignoring the highest court in the land. The Supreme Court of Texas ruled both
mask and jab mandates as unconstitutional. Same thing in Florida. Same thing in New York. Each time the government ignored
the courts.

As a result, people quit or were fired en masse. In aviation it was pilots and stewardesses. There were over 10,000 flight
cancellations during the 4TH of July holiday. In the hospitals in was nurses and doctors. We are seeing the same thing play out
again in the military.

This has been a giant clusterfuKKK from top to bottom.

 

the blame-e

#

#

7 Reply"

17 hours ago

It is not a vaccine.  It is a experimental no liability mRNA gene therapy. Artificial mRNA tricks your body to produce spike proteins
like the old corona virus to which you have an antibody reaction.  A real vaccine is just dead or neutralized virus parts injected into
you grown in an egg instead of your body being a poison factory.  The  gene therapy labeled vaccine does not prevent you from
getting or spreading the virus and the protection lasts only a few months from symptomatic infection supposedly.  If instead of
your upper arm lumbar muscle becomes the factory, some of the mRNA leaks into a vein or by bad injection into a vein and goes
to your heart, then heart tissue become the spike protein factory and you antibodies attack that tissue by accident causing the 20
fold increase in peri- and myocarditis as a side effect.  Children and young adults are not at risk of death from this cold virus and
are more likely to die from the  v̶a̶c̶c̶ ̶i n̶̶e ̶  ̶ gene therapy side effects.

Nelbev

“Soldiers who refuse the vaccination order ....

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Good summary.  
Xena fobe

#

#

7 Reply"

17 hours ago

Better unpaid than dead.

Don't take the Genocide Jab.

(This will be censored in seconds)

Zero_Hope

#

#

7 1 Reply"

17 hours ago

Breaking: The jabs do in fact allow DNA to enter human cells. We were told the mRNA jabs could not do that. Swedish study
confirms it. 

What this means? A new path for LAWSUITS. Military service personnel should do a huge class action and I hope they win. 

AimeeZH

#

#

Reply"

17 hours ago

No one can sue. They, the Pharmaceutical Companies, have legal immunity from liability, thanks to President Trump
Electric Grid Down with Sweet and Sour

#

#

Reply"

17 hours ago (Edited)

Fraud vitiates all. They knew this all along. 
AimeeZH

#

#

2 Reply"

17 hours ago

He is right.

The pharmaceutical companies cannot be sued at the time being but employers and the government can. 

And they will be. 

 

freakscene II

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

Immunity for pharmaceutical companies was instituted under Reagan bozo. 
The Worlds Gone Mad

#

#

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 17 hours ago

With enemies like the quacks pushing the experimental lethal injection on military service members foreign enemies aren't
required. 

snatchpounder

#

#

7 Reply"

18 hours ago

Man, I got out JUST in time. This is so f***ed up! 
Millennial Falcon

#

#

7 Reply"

18 hours ago

Unlawful order!!!!

Violates Nuremberg Code.

We are not guinea pigs for Nazi doctors

Portal

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

When they take over, they off the loyals.
Scornd

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Useful idiots offer little resistance...
espirit

#

#

Reply"

17 hours ago

Too late. Damage done.
Fellon

#

#

7 Reply"

19 hours ago

Personally I would take a dishonourable discharge over that vax, at this point that is simply a mark of honour.
rphb

#

#

7 Reply"

19 hours ago

Sit down, shut up and take the kill shot?

Not bloody likely.............

Gringo Viejo

#

#

7 Reply"

19 hours ago

Self reliance is FREEDOM.

Dependency to the system is to be controlled.

buckboy

#

#

7 Reply"

19 hours ago

"Soldiers who continue to refuse the vaccination order without an exemption may be subject to additional adverse
administrative action, including separation” 

Does the US Military know that using coercion on employees is a federal crime?

25 CFR § 11.406 - Criminal coercion

A person is guilty of criminal coercion if, with purpose to unlawfully restrict another's freedom of action to his or her detriment

Jack Offelday

#

#

7 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

Most protesters are  Republicans and Blanco. Part of the NWO is to foce a "Diverse" population.
Gerbil

#

#

2 2 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

klaus swab does not care about diversity and so on ... he is a high tech sort of person ...

trump and his daughter know him very well and vouches for him ... dont let disinformation specialists and fact checkers
misguide you ...

Pandelis

#

#

6 Reply"

15 hours ago

“In the future, Soldiers who continue to refuse the vaccination order without an exemption may be subject to additional adverse
administrative action, including separation,” the Army spokesperson further noted.
 

I would consider a separation from service, with this on my record being the reason, as a badge of honor, as would some of the
patriotic business owners looking for good workers who don’t compromise on what is right. Stay strong my fellow freedom loving
Americans…

NOTfromSanFrancisco

#

#

6 Reply"

17 hours ago

The military no longer is about freedom. It is about sustaining the empire. Patriots no longer join the US armed forces.
SomeAreMoreEqual

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

I hate both parties, but can someone point to one thing this administration has done that hasn't turned to sh*t?
jtz5

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

I would be happy to fight with the 62000 for freedom.
Tom Angle

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

Dear 62,000 welcome home and welcome to the purebloods.
Bill of Rights

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

It does not work and has over 1,000 side-effects, you got to be insane to get that trash
marshmallow

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

My favorite movie was Red Dawn. Now the Commies already occupy us.
moonmac

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

They probably already did when that was in theaters.
A. Reaman

#

#

6 Reply"

18 hours ago

I think it is time for certain states to promote and sponsor true state militias.  Get away from the grips of this out of control Federal
Government.

Cautiously Pessimistic

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

^^THIS!^^
Backtable

#

#

6 1 Reply"

18 hours ago

 

We're on the cusp of war w Russia. And Big Army is running field troops off the reservation. Lunacy. 

 

Arctic_Fox

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

You want scary remember the Ukraine army outnumbers the Russian troops involved - were trained for 8 years by US
military personnel and have the best gear we can give them..... And are losing.

Now.... Go to a military town and look around at the soldiers. Out of shape- many speak English as a second language and
there has been a significant drop in IQ's. 

Basically, the Ukraine army is doing better against Russia than the US army would. PS. Oldgoat and I are both Vets and do
live in a military town.

crankyoldlady

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

The following blogg does a decent job at putting things into perspective. Veterans will understand the language..

https://www.imetatronink.com/

Fellon

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

Russia is controlled by the same people we and everyone else are.
So, we are on the cusp of a manufactured fake war in order to kill young & healthy citizens.
It's all theater. Watch the play, but leave the program on the seat after you leave.

A. Reaman

#

#

6 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

The ONLY thing that makes ANY sense is: 

The military Brass and US Government are actively instituting regulations to destroy,  weaken and kill our troops. 

They MUST be operating at the behest of a foreign or domestic ENEMY of the state. They are traitors.  

And should be dealt with as such. 

Close 2nd...They are so fvching incompetent,  they need to be removed from command. 

Personally,  I'm with #1, and China. 

NoPension

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

the Controllers of our society know no borders. what we see is all theater.
lawofone

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Yes.

They are actively working to destroy any profession that can threaten them, and that means the armed forces.

In future they will rely on the mentally deformed, blood addicted, violent moron mercenaries currently in Ukraine who survive
Russian attacks and then return home to crawl our streets and sign up for Swamp work.

 

fleur de lis

#

#

1 Reply

18 hours ago

I've got bad news for them.
NoPension

#

#



1 Reply"#

#

6 Reply"

19 hours ago

The goal is to remove the military as an effective defense force so the only thing left is nuclear war.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

If i could rebutt;

No they dont intend to use nukes at this point.

They intend to bring all the wars home.

This is the first episode of the trilogy, the back story:

The purged army thats being trained by immigrant Mercs, is the army meant to watch over american citizens while the banks
drain the treasury and split town, for the coming mandatory vax Mark.

Scornd

#

#

6 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

The US military just ran out 62,000 troops with leadership qualities. Making space for woketards who are unable to protect you
and I.

Krink26

#

#

6 1 Reply"

19 hours ago

While I never would agree that anyone must be forcibly vaxxinated. Soldiers are not persons, they are property of the US
government, sadly.

We know of various cases where the military tested on our own soldiers for decades and then moved up to randomly testing
civilians, like releasing nerve gas in the subways of NYC.

At some point these traitors, ie Military Brass, "whom are just following orders", need to be held to account. Then go after the
ones that ordered said for treason.

 

Gerrilea

#

#
6 Reply"

19 hours ago

The hell with the COs that won't defend their troops from this ridiculous situation.
cpnscarlet

#

#

6 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

Strange how that cautionary tale about a totalitarian race spawning a horrific future is exactly what the so-called free world turned
into. Almost like it was predictive programming. They even want to chip you to make sure you're up to date on your eugenics
modifications, er, vaccines that don't vaccinate. 

What exactly are these men fighting for? I've been told my entire life it's for freedom. But I don't see any of that left. Seems to me
they're fighting for an evil empire hellbent on world domination. 

Faust 22

We will add your biological and technological distinctiveness to our own. Your culture will adapt to service
us. Resistance is futile.

#

#

5 Reply"

15 hours ago

Medical apartheid.
Two-tier society.
Your life is ruled by PETTY TYRANTS.

"A man chooses, a slave obeys."

legalize

#

#

5 1 Reply"

16 hours ago

These troops have weapons. Use them against the criminals in power. End of problem.
MrCommonSense

#

#

5 1 Reply"

17 hours ago

Uncle Joe wants YOU- dead.
quid pro quo world

#

#

5 Reply"

17 hours ago

unvaxxed = mostly Christians, republicans.

the nwo hates Christians.  

insanityantidote

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

From the very beginning absolutely nothing has made sense ! 

What is extremely alarming is whom has been captured by this madness leaving very little in the way if trust in the foundational
structures in this country as well as globally  

7towers

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

Most people would say a conspiracy on this scale is impossible.  But when you control the currency printing, it's the logical
outcome.

Xena fobe

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Removing the freethinkers from the armed forces/police so only the zombies are left.
oodin

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

Good. Zombies i wont feel bad about shooting in the head and they are a minimal threat.
Hadrian

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Red states should hire them into 'state guard' units to keep federal agencies from entering their states.
richard rrr

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

You have the equipment, start a civil war. Start hanging your officers that are working for the globalists. It is your duty.
PerilouseTimes

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago

Actually it is the People's duty under Article I Section 8 clause 12.
Tom Angle

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

Aren't they people? I know I am just talking to the wall anyway.
PerilouseTimes

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Actually, they cannot be part of the Militia since they are in the standing army. It is not their duty to put down
insurrections. That falls clearly under the Militia's duties.

Tom Angle

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

It should be a mandatory condition for citizenship. Would you like to know more?
Fellon

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago

Like to know more about what?
Tom Angle

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

I would already be walking the other way. There’s plenty of jobs without mandates.
wick7

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Hunter is looking for a job . He enjoys flying apparently . 
Soloamber

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

He already tried the military. Astonishingly, he was kicked out for failing a drug test. 
Clowndowner

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

I’ve always been amazed that it stuck. 
austinmilbarge

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

Why??? Because if “they” get their war(s) there wont be any able bodied soldiers to defend America. Just part of the plan!
stinkbug

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

It will really hit the fan when they demand the boosters. Military folks I know took the one shot Jansen vax and they ain't gonna
take any more. 

WildDog

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

They gave in once, they will do it again.
Tom Angle

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Russian roulette.  
Xena fobe

#

#

2 Reply"

16 hours ago

it REALLY is as i've seen hotshots from my personal research and obits in my area
werphucked

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Any side effects they have mentioned to you?? Other have mentioned heart pain post 9 months after JNJ if not dead, also
I'm seeing deaths approx 13-15 months after the shots in the local obits

werphucked

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

No pay no work...FJB

It's better to live and find another avenue of employment than to not live and be six feet under. Call the old mans bluff...the
recruitment levels are horrendous, they need you more than you need them...take that to the bank. 

 

SmoothOpSF

#

#

5 6 Reply"

18 hours ago

Good, get rid of them.  They should have already honored their oath to defend this country from the Biden domestic terrorism.
Reverse Osmosis

#

#

5 Reply"

18 hours ago

 

Don't blame the grunts. Actually, you should worry about the dummies who took the vax and brag about it. 

 

Arctic_Fox

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

You'd have to be dumb as a post to inject yourself with this garbage, especially at this stage in the game. It's definitely not for
health or "readiness" of our soldiers. I'll expect yet another good % to drop out in the fall when they need to update their jabs. 

Lars Jaspenas

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

What is up with the obsession with this stupid venom?!
Edward Abbey b-tchez

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

What a ridiculous farce, forcing a dangerous, ineffective, experimental injection for healthy soldiers that would be better off
without it. 

daveyjonesin

#

#

2 Reply"

19 hours ago

That’s just it.

They don’t want strong, healthy soldiers.

Actually, that’s the last thing they want.

That is why they are picking a nuclear fight with Russia so they can get it over and done with and divide the loot without
having to worry about the army.

fleur de lis

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Just terrible
daveyjonesin

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

“Why would the army do that when the survival rate of their age group is [extremely high]?”

It is not so high if they get the vax.

ChesterView

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

62,000 well trained sensible men 

Seems like a win for us

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

I like how even when they pretend to care about people they manage to screw it up. What does this even mean, you'll keep
harassing them until they finally leave?

Captain Sternn

 Lt. Gen. Jon Jensen, director of the Army Guard, told the outlet. “We’re not giving up on anybody until
the separation paperwork is signed and completed.”

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

THIS is how MARXISTS in-charge DESTROY the greatest country that ever was.....
Hotair

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Bullshit. The US isnt the fed gov or the military. We don't need them. All those dudes will still be here and will fight under
their state flags when the time comes.

Hadrian

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

They want only pliable soldiers who will follow orders to shoot their fellow citizens.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

2 Reply"

19 hours ago

Do you mean those that survive booster X10...?
espirit

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago (Edited)

Middle Finger & walk away from this sheet-show of insanity !
Leodogma02

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

That’s what I did. I lost a $140k a year job because I would not comply. No regrets. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist

#

#

5 Reply"

19 hours ago

So, are the military services achieving their recruiting goals?

They're not?

President Biden should convene a White House task force to study the problem. 

thebigunit

62,000 Unvaxx'd Guards, Reserve Soldiers Facing Loss Of Pay As Army Prepares To Enforce Vaccine
Mandate

#

#

4 Reply"

16 hours ago

To be replaced by the blue helmets.   And they have no problem shooting Americans,, they hate us anyway.
Reverse Osmosis

#

#

3 Reply"

16 hours ago

Good thing they can't shoot for shit. 
strych10

#

#

4 Reply"

16 hours ago

General Goldfein root of the problem, Who?
Purple Rabbit

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

Brilliant,

 

Just in time for Biden starting WW3.

 

It's not like the US is having a recruiting problem.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/military/every-branch-us-military-struggling-meet-2022-recruiting-goals-officia-rcna35078

vajog

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

They've been thinking ahead

National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2022

expands Selective Service registration to include women.

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/4350

blue thread

#

#

4 Reply"

16 hours ago

But they first have to define "women".  
quid pro quo world

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

because the lie is so huge they can't see a way to back out of it.
alurker

#

#

2 Reply"

16 hours ago

Not so sure they care if we see through the lie, either, cousin Lurker. They seem to no longer care what We the People think.

Perhaps they are correct, we seem to be accepting their hubris thus far.

 

MeLurkLongtime

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

Bad news; These mercenaries will need to get real jobs instead of working for the State.

 

The good news: they will remain unpoisoned and still be alive and healthy to enjoy life.

Radagast

#

#

17 hours agoFellon



4 Reply"

17 hours ago

Marines...the enemy is inside the wires!!!!
Fellon

#

#

Reply"

16 hours ago

Yes, that's exactly what this is.
Xena fobe

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago

All of this is intentional - all of it

Remember everything when it's time for them to pay the piper 

GentleBenTheBear

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago

Quit the DS Rulers and join the resistance to evil.
charlie_don't_surf

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Less available cannon-fodder is all to the good.
Boiling Frog

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

The Biden Administration - Destroying the combat readiness of the U.S. military so that China and Russia don't have to.
A. Magnus

#

#

4 Reply"

18 hours ago

I feel for these young men and I stand by them.  They want to serve, but now they are finding out governments don't give a rip.
Their talents can be used elsewhere.  The MIC will be short handed to fight their wars. Wasn't that a 60s , 70s movie...

"Wonder if they gave a war and nobody came"?

FreshCoastxSW

#

#
4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Cant take a better way for China to start a Pandemic and then walkover and crush the weakened. 
Seasmoke-

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Bingo.

And these moron Generals think they'll be kept around.  

Hahaha! What exactly the fvch is West Point teaching these days? Gender Studies? Because it's not WarFighting.

NoPension

#

#

Reply"

18 hours ago

https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/may/10/west-point-black-power-photo-a-tempest-in-a-teapot-experts-say
 

I believe the Guardian. Doesn’t everyone?

austinmilbarge

#

#

4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Fascist loyalty test!
MY_LURKER

#

#

4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Shouldn't it be PLAINLY obvious to the public that those of us who didn't get the shot are doing perfectly fine?
A. Reaman

#

#

2 Reply"

19 hours ago

Better than 'fine'. 

We're the group that is showing no signs of PTSD.

King Kona

#

#

4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Does the military know that separation is probably viewed as a victory for most of these people? A free ticket out of freaky deeky
land. Who besides a loser or weirdo would want to stay in the military with how its currently being run? 

Habeebespurt

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Except they'd get a general discharge, or even a dishonorable.
jnojr

#

#

4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Who the hell cares, its better than being sent off to die in another useless foreign war just to enrich the MIC.
yerfej

#

#

4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Nope, not dd, general under honorable conditions. Big deal. 
Habeebespurt

#

#

4 Reply"

19 hours ago

Your life is worth more than a paycheck...
jzerohedge

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Amen, brother.
Krink26

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Vaccine or get out.  Meanwhile Biden is having tea with the military's newest trans general.  What a joke.
TaxNpillage

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago (Edited)

for the first time in human history there is now a genetic difference in china pure human blood non vaxxed troops and the USA
death shot vaxxed troops with spike proteins...

I know right now they are working on a virus that targets those with the spike proteins.  the Chinese can now release a pathogen
that attacks only the enemy and not their people or soldiers... we did this to our own people... 

 

Aubiekong

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

Many studies have now proven that natural immunity is vastly superior to the death shot...

Yet our government is hell bent on not following science...

Aubiekong

#

#

3 Reply"

15 hours ago

…all enemies, foreign and domestic.
Maltheus

#

#

3 Reply"

16 hours ago

Good. Hey Guard, remember who the real enemy of this country and its citizens is: the so-called "federal government," which is
infested by traitors, dual citizens, communists, their servants and globalist corporate masters, and other parasites.  Keep your
tyrant-killing skills sharp. They will be needed.

The Gun Is Good

#

#

3 Reply"

16 hours ago

I thought this was already adjudicated and the court ruled that they can not mandate an emergency use vaccine? There is no
Comnirty vaccine available or being produced.

chubbar

#

#

Reply"

14 hours ago

This is why PHARMA relentlessly seeks to vaccinate infants.

Once the infant vaxx is approved for use it is considered non-emergency ----- PHARMA is 100% liability free - in ALL age
groups.

mtumba

#

#

3 Reply"

16 hours ago (Edited)

COVID kills everyone (as in people who were 80 and about to die of about 4 fatal illnesses or people who got a meaningless
positive PCR test so we put them on Remdesivir and ventilators or people who simply got run over by a bus, we called all of
those COVID deaths)

Vaccines totally safe and effective (oh myocarditis happens all the time in young healthy people, oh stop it, it's sudden adult
death syndrome, oh infertility was on the way up anyway, oh VAERS shmaers)

EmperorPrettyBoy

#

#

3 1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Military has had 95 deaths out of 422,000 cases. This isn't about safety, but about obeying the administration.
Big Beauregard

#

#

3 Reply"

17 hours ago

Turn your back and walk away, live to fight another day.   FkTheUSSA.
SMC

#

#

3 2 Reply"

17 hours ago

Serving is honorable but not wise.  
Central Ohio

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

Not anymore. 
The Worlds Gone Mad

#

#

3 Reply"

17 hours ago

Don't do it - give all the shots to Killer Joe.
Zork

#

#

3 2 Reply"

17 hours ago

Under the Section 564, the Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act it clearly states that all medicines, devices and MCM's (i.e. medical
countermeasures) are to be administered under an EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) with providing a full disclaimer to the
recipient of all known benefits and possible adverse effects of the MCM.

IF THE RECIPIENT DOES NOT CONSENT TO THE MCM, he or she is FREE TO REFUSE SAID MCM and be free of any
consequences for said refusal.

All Covid-19 test kits and vaccines are experimental...they do not have FDA approval or clearance, they merely have emergency
use authorization. Under this Act these soldiers are free to refuse experimental drugs/devices.

Has this been properly litigated? 

https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/emergency-use-authorization-medical-products-
and-related-authorities#additional

"Although informed consent as generally required under FDA regulations45 is not required for administration or use of an EUA
product, section 564 does provide EUA conditions to ensure that recipients are informed about the MCM they receive under an
EUA.  For an unapproved product (section 564(e)(1)(A)(ii)) and for an unapproved use of an approved product (section 564(e)(2)(A)),
the statute requires that FDA ensure that recipients are informed to the extent practicable given the applicable circumstances:

That FDA has authorized emergency use of the product;
Of the significant known and potential benefits and risks associated with the emergency use of the product, and of the
extent to which such benefits and risks are unknown;
That they have the option to accept or refuse the EUA product and of any consequences of refusing administration of the
product;46 and
Of any available alternatives to the product and of the risks and benefits of available alternatives." 

Harry Ellis

#

#

2 5 Reply"

17 hours ago

Learn what GI means.

When you sign away your rights to join the military.

You, wait for it, wait for it, sign away your rights.

Anthraxed

#

#

2 1 Reply"

17 hours ago (Edited)

You don’t sign away your rights.

You agree to have your rights restricted to an extent in order to serve your country. For example, soldiers still have a 5th
amendment right to remain silent. They have a more limited 1st amendment right to free speech etc etc...

BadApple

#

#

3 Reply"

17 hours ago

So, you're saying they sign away their rights.

Thanks for reaffirming what I said...

Anthraxed

#

#

2 Reply"

17 hours ago

No bone head.

They have all the rights of every other citizen just limited TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY for a functioning military.

Again... they still have 5th amendment rights. They still have 4th amendment rights. They still have a right to trial by
jury. They still have the right to confront witnesses against them etc etc etc....

At least theoretically. In practice things have taken a dark turn.

BadApple

#

#

2

16 hours ago

If they have 4th amendment rights then how can you have a locker box inspection without a warrant?
Anthraxed

#

#

4 hours ago

Locker box inspection without a warrant.....

1. you are on federal property, they can search anything without a warrant.

2. The government probably owned the locker box.

3. It is a health and welfare inspection to maintain “good order and discipline” not looking for evidence of a crime.
Good order and discipline is one of those limitations necessary for a functioning military that I mentioned.

BadApple

#

#

5 Reply"

17 hours ago

keep citing laws, as if anyone follows them
I Am Jack's 4th Account

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

You can't fix Treason.
KatLivesKatter

#

#

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

But you can lynch it.
Zero_Hope

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

You have to take this shot even if it kills you,           seems perfectly reasonable to me !
Woodenman

#

#

3 Reply"

18 hours ago

The WEF has been looking for seismic event to launch the Liberal World Order . 

The Wu Flu . , Ukraine invasion , the pending financial melt down . Division in the USA .  

Nothing has worked so far and now the Democrats are going to get blown out without serious election fraud . 

Do you keep the plastic puppet in place if you think you are going to lose ? 

Soloamber

#

#

3 Reply"

17 hours ago (Edited)

I want him in a prominent position when (if) they finally put the pinch on his crack-addict criminal rotten punk son.  I want
him to see everything he knows and loves crumble around him.  Hopefully it happens, and before he goes completely
senile.  I want this to finish him off mentally.

WorkingClassMan
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The one key experimental person who should be vaccinated every week at least once is Fauci 
TiborBarna
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Hey Abbott, hire these guys for the border.
charlie_don't_surf
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The controlled demolition of Clown World aka the USSA continues unabated...
LeadPipeDreams
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The Military is dropping its standards because of soldier shortages. They are handing out green cards. And now this? We have
come to depend on these folk to do a lot of the fighting. I guess the next time we do like the French \0/

crankyoldlady
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I saw an article stating that the RNA in the vaccine gets into the DNA and becomes a part of the core DNA.

Wouldn't that blow your mind if in 5 years the entire vaccinated population turned into Chinese.

koan
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Chinese don't want RNA/DNA half-breeds. They'd be fine with a mass die-off. Then take the farmland and fresh water. And
thank us for not over-developing the energy and minerals of North America. 

 

Arctic_Fox
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It is important that all US soldiers are vaxed, this will eliminate them as a threat for the foreign army currently crossing the
southern border.

In the end, our conquerors will sit at the table afterwards laughing how they walked across our border and got their guns from
local gun stores, before they took over our country.

koan
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Form an elite force of Military and call it the Sovereign Defense Force to protect the Sovereignty of the 50 States. I'm sure
most states would be on board for that, California and New York for sure. /S

The new force would not be Federal so the Feds can go bugger themselves.

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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FL Home Guard...
espirit
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Once the cold war goes hot they will be happy they were put out of service
Pooter
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Stay pure and strong. 

Recognize,  the organization you are a part of has been compromised.  

They DO NOT have your, or your Country's interest at heart. 

NoPension
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WHY would anyone stay in the military knowing the political hacks and military leaders will sacrifice them in an instant if it benefits
them. The soldier is cannon fodder to the powerful. JUST QUIT. Move on, there are lots of jobs that pay better and will not require
you to go to war in some foreign dump and be wasted. 

yerfej
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Haitian Snackout



3 Reply"

19 hours ago

" Why would they do that when the survival rate of their age group is extremely high?"  I think he just answered his own question.
Haitian Snackout
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it is not "vaccine hesitancy" or "anti-vaxx" sentiment or logic. it is the refusal to be injected with experimental POISONS.

/dup

the "vaccine" industry is broken. ALL vaccines are now suspect because of the incompetence/corruption within the
FDA/CDC/NIH/NAIAD regulatory complex that works in collusion with big pharma to make money out of the misery of others.

Most healthcare interventions tested in Cochrane Reviews are not effective according to high quality evidence: a systematic
review and meta-analysis - ScienceDirect

The illusion of evidence based medicine | The BMJ

much attention has been focussed on the release of pfizer documents 

Pfizer's Documents - Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency (phmpt.org)

less attention has been paid to moderna. 

Moderna's Non-clinical Summary for Spikevax - Evidence of Scientific and Regulatory Fraud (trialsitenews.com)

Findings:

1. Moderna's nonclinical summary contains mostly irrelevant materials.
2. Moderna claims that the active substance mRNAs of Spikevax does not need to be studied for toxicity and can be

replaced with any other mRNA without further testing.
3. Moderna’s nonclinical program consisted of studies of other unapproved mRNAs, and only one non-GLP toxicology

study of mRNA-1273 (active substance of SPIKEVAX).
4. There are two separate Investigational New Drug numbers for mRNA-1273: one held by Moderna, the other – by

DMID (NIH), representing a serious conflict of interest.
5. Vaccine induced antibody-enhanced disease was identified as a serious risk and was not excluded by Moderna due

to absence of positive control and unvalidated methods used.
6. FDA and Moderna lied about reproductive toxicology studies in public disclosures and product labelling.

 childrens health defence provides a commentary here:

FDA Colluded With Moderna to Bypass COVID Vaccine Safety Standards, Documents Reveal • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org)

"According to Alexandra Latypova, an ex-pharmaceutical industry executive, documents obtained from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services on Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine suggest the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Moderna
colluded to bypass regulatory and scientific standards used to ensure products are safe."

of note: "According to the FDA, Spikevax has two sponsors of its IND application package, including the NIH division that reports
to Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and chief medical advisor to President
Biden."

so, any and all purchases and deployment of monkeypox vaccines are going to be corrupted by the same incompetence, greed
and poor science applied to all approvals by the FDA/CDC/NIH/NAIAD complex - along with any and all measures advocated by
a similarly corrupt WHO.

sympathy with moderna recipients. your injections has even worse safety checks than pfizer. is novavax the same? JnJ and AZN?

hooligan2009
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Something is rotten , very rotten , perhaps very evil . Should good people submit to evil ? I think not . 
DelusionsCrowded
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You have to insane to get vaxxed now.
GotitRight
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Insane in the membrane!
spam filter
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Meanwhile, French court rules death by vaxx "suicide" because anyone getting the clot shot should know that it is experimental
and therefore risks are unknown.

mtumba
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No words are adequate to condemn this atrocity.
Pinefox
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#COERCION to take an 'EXPERIMENTAL GENE-ALTERING JAB' is denoted in The 1947 NUREMBERG CODE:

 

The Nuremberg Code 1947       Permissible Medical Experiments

The great weight of the evidence before us to effect that certain types of medical experiments on human beings, when kept
within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform to the ethics of the medical profession generally. The protagonists of the practice
of human experimentation justify their views on the basis that such experiments yield results for the good of society that are
unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All agree, however, that certain basic principles must be observed in order to
satisfy moral, ethical and legal concepts:

1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the person involved should
have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the
intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved
as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This latter element requires that before the
acceptance of an affirmative decision by the experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration,
and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may possibly come from his participation in the
experiment.

2. The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each individual who initiates, directs, or
engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.

3. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society, unprocurable by other methods or means
of study, and not random and unnecessary in nature.

4. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal experimentation and a knowledge of the
natural history of the disease or other problem under study that the anticipated results justify the performance of the
experiment.

5. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and mental suffering and injury.
6. No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to believe that death or disabling injury will occur;

except, perhaps, in those experiments where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
7. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the humanitarian importance of the problem to be

solved by the experiment.
8. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the experimental subject against even

remote possibilities of injury, disability or death.
9. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The highest degree of skill and care should be

required through all stages of the experiment of those who conduct or engage in the experiment.
10. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty to bring the experiment to an end if he has

reached the physical or mental state where continuation of the experiment seems to him to be impossible.
11. During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be prepared to terminate the experiment at any stage, if

he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the good faith, superior skill and careful judgment required of him, that a
continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.

                                                                                                                                        _JOHNLGALT.

🦘

. 

JOHNLGALT.
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After all we now know is this not murder!?
Blaster09
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They should publish this somewhere, publicly.. 

🤔

Cult of the Sun

A DoD report (pdf) from 2019 noted that by the end of FY 2018, the Air Force was “short 2,000 pilots
out of a total inventory of 18,400.”
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Because they want to reduce retirement costs of soldiers who live a long time.

honest injun

Why would the army do that when the survival rate of their age group is [extremely high]?
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Would a service member who complies with a dangerous and illegal order that may result in his death or disability, be
violating any laws?  Seems like his compliance would be detrimental to the readiness of the forces. 

Xena fobe
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Unfortunately at the staff (career dead end) or headquarters level the military is full of angry deranged woke officers.

 

No shortages there, everywhere else the policies these staff officers are pushing are destroying the rest of the working military.

vajog
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No war needed to conquer the US.  Just appoint traitors who mandate poison for the troops.
Xena fobe
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Who needs or wants to serve in this military.

Glad I retired when I did.

BadApple
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Whatever it takes to shrink the MIC.

Works for me.

Anthraxed
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So WHO cares? They are already prepping a couple of million chinese drone soldiers to be the NWO force around the world.
freeculture
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US activities in Ukraine are a smoke screen for criminal bioweapons research -- Puppet Masters -- Sott.net

Vladimir Platov  New Eastern Outlook    Tue, 12 Jul 2022

       As has been repeatedly pointed out by many media, the United States has long shown the world its disregard for
international norms and its willingness to wage war with weapons of mass destruction anywhere in the world.

This fact was further documented during the Russian special operation in Ukraine, which resulted in the Russian Ministry of
Defense obtaining multiple pieces of evidence and testimonies of captured Ukrainian and foreign "specialists" involved in the
criminal activities of secret US biological laboratories in Ukraine.

For example, it was learned that Washington was preparing to conduct a study to diagnose highly dangerous pathogens,
including the Ebola virus, at the Mechnikov Anti-Plague Research Institute in Odessa. It is noteworthy that the disease is
not endemic and has never been reported in Ukraine. This raises a legitimate question about the need for such research and
the true purpose of it being carried out by the United States particularly on Ukrainian territory.

In addition, US military-controlled biological laboratories in Ukraine have apparently been studying viruses that can be
transmitted by mosquitoes, including those that spread Dengue fever, in the interests of developing biological weapons. The
stated aim of this "project" was to study viruses capable of infecting Aedes mosquitoes. As a result of work already carried out in
this area, the viral preparation was taken to the USA for further aerobiological research. The Pentagon's interest in vectors of
vector-borne diseases and building bioweapons with this in mind stems from the fact that during the last major yellow fever
outbreak in Africa in 2013, there were 170,000 cases of severe disease, of which 60,000 ended in death. It is notable that
deliberate outbreaks of Dengue virus transmitted by Aedes mosquitoes (the same ones studied in Ukraine) occurred in
Cuba in the 1970s and 1980s. The use of Aedes mosquitoes, like those used by the US military in Ukraine, as biological
weapons has previously been documented in a class action by Cuban citizens against the US government and has been
submitted to the States Parties to the Biological Weapons Convention.

Military microbiologists from the USA, and with them from Germany, have also shown interest in the Ukraine to study tick-borne
diseases, research on which was funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) as part of projects UP-1, UP-8. Ticks
were collected mainly in the south-eastern regions of Ukraine, which are home to natural pockets of diseases
characteristic of the Russian Federation, which is officially listed by Pentagon doctrine as a major enemy of the United States.
A separate project on ixodid ticks, which are vectors of a number of highly dangerous diseases (tularemia, West Nile fever,
Congo-Crimean fever), has been implemented by the University of Texas.

Cooperation between US and German military microbiologists in this field was clearly not incidental or sporadic. Documents
obtained during the special operation in Ukraine have revealed that a number of secret Pentagon projects to test biological
weapons in Ukraine were carried out on behalf of the Central Medical and Health Service of the German Armed Forces
(Bundeswehr). In doing so, special attention was paid to studies of fatal cases of Congo-Crimean fever infection,
summarizing demographic, epidemiological and clinical data.

This shows that Ukraine and other post-Soviet states have already become a testing ground for biological weapons not only for
the US, but also for its NATO allies. First of all Germany, the Russian Ministry of Defense pointed out in its Telegram channel. It is
therefore not surprising that a number of projects have been carried out for the benefit of the Central Medical and Health Service
of the German Armed Forces.

As Black&Veatch and Metabiota's TAP-coded report to the Pentagon demonstrates, alongside this, the US military and
intelligence agencies in Ukraine have conducted far from peaceful programs on economically significant quarantine infections,
codenamed UP. Such infections, which can damage the agriculture of individual countries and entire regions, have been
the main focus of these projects. These include glanders (a contagious zoonotic, mainly chronic infectious disease
caused by the bacterium Burkholderia mallei), African swine fever, classical swine fever, highly pathogenic avian influenza
and Newcastle disease. Thus the African swine fever was of particular interest to US military biologists and it was this pathogen
that was the subject of two projects. For example, the TAP-3 project dealt with studying the spread of the ASF pathogen through
wildlife, examining the migration routes of wild boar through Ukraine. 

cont. reading...

earleflorida
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This is old news. 

The downvoters need to shoulder a weapon that get their sorry @sses over there.  Stat.

Bioweapons labs just to the WEST of Russia?

Why, no problem!

Idiots!

Pedro-the-cat2
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The goal is to purge independent thinkers.   Makes the WEF's next steps much easier that way.
cowsqueezer
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Comment: More on the US backed bioweapon laboratory's dotted across the planet, here:

Dilyana Gaytandzhieva: Pentagon biolabs in Ukraine and the threat of ethnic bio-warfare
US conducted 'inhumane' laboratory experiments on psychiatric ward patients in Ukraine - Russia
Russia prevents Washington from unleashing biological warfare
When RussiaGate goes truly viral - bioweapons development targeting Russia?
Did COVID-19 escape Fort Detrick vaccine trial? Evidence that virus originated in US bioweapons lab
Bill Gates renews warnings over 'small pox terror' threat, FDA approved drug in May for disease that was 'eradicated'
in 1980

Rogozin: Bioweapons developed in Ukraine affect the reproductive system of Russian women

Also check out SOTT radio's: The Truth Perspective: Interview with Dilyana Gaytandzhieva: Pentagon Biological Warfare And
Arms Trafficking to Terrorists

earleflorida
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Only the Biden-tards would still be pushing vaccine mandates. Everyone else already knows that it’s useless, at best, and might
possibly kill your. 

Short_phlogiston
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One aspect of being active duty, Guardsman, or Reservist is that after taking the requisite 3-5 shots, you'll be "asked" to take
more when the variants appear this fall/winter.  The military may even require a Monkeypox vaccination series in a few short
months.

Thomas Edmonds
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Yep. If they comply, they'll be vaxxed to death.
fuct
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The risk increases with each shot.
Xena fobe
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Ukraine is hiring . 

See the world and save freedom . 

Any questions ? 

Soloamber
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Let's go back in history. Did Rome ever cut off soldier pay? How about King Louie, or Napoleon? Heardtell that a government
wants loyal soldiers it's not wise to blackmail them, is it? Gosh, there might be a revolt if say they give blanket citizenship to
Mexicans who are already here, they wouldn't have any loyalty to anachronistic, old style citizens, like a mercenary army for hire,
probably 200 a month and housing they'd round up all these miscreants, hell, old people, whatever they tell 'em to do. This is, of
course if the government was hell bent on bringing down the old government and ruining the economy, but that's just crazy talk,
right?

Kendle C
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Don't underestimate the stupidity of these dolts.
fuct
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A DoD report (pdf) from 2019 noted that by the end of FY 2018, the Air Force was “short 2,000 pilots out of a total inventory of
18,400.”

Hey DOD, they are not inventory, they are actual human beings with friends and families and dreams and a life!  You will
force them out and, should you ever need them, you'll be begging them to come back...to very litte avail.

joeyman9
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pfffffff - Remember the military DoD suits are still working from 18th Century war manuals. And they are using that to predict
what Russia is going to do - we are Fk'd

crankyoldlady
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OK, and let's keep picking fights with Russia, China and now, it looks like Iran as well.  It's not looking good for team USA
Honest John
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There is no law, i.e. 'mandate.'

Wrap your head around that.

11th_Harmonic
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MANDATE comes from Freemasonry.  The Worshipful Master Mandates orders for the master masons to follow.

It's where it comes from.

pocomotion
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Self reliance is FREEDOM.  It is the only way out.  

They paid and bought this club and you're not in it.

Dependency to their system is to be controlled forever so stop bitching.

buckboy
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Vaxxing out is a great excuse to get discharged early because WTF wants to be Hunter Biden, John Kerr,  Victoria Nuland or
Hillarys graft enforcer?

US Foreign military policy is nothing but a racketeering operation for a private elite mafia 

 

 

GhostOLaz
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the next president must purge the military.
ToS Respecter
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Dominion approves this message...
espirit
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Oh well.  One should know when you sign up for the military you are basically letting the govt own you as property. 

 

FJB and the mandate.

Rentier88
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Literally the last uncorrupted, unwoke institution for our strong and aggressive men, GONE.
jdr20000
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Bring them to our camp. We can use their help and knowledge.
A. Reaman
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In the face of the reality that few Americans are qualified to serve in our Armed Forces, this kind of political myopia is deeply
disturbing.

 

 

 

HowNowCow
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The Board of Militias will be happy to speak with you. We need you. 
debtor of last resort
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Go ahead.

Get out the BIG STICK.

When only a few non-comply, they have a problem with the Army.

When many noncomply then they ARE the Army, and you have a BIG problem.

gcjohns1971
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Drafting soldiers for the war with Russia is going to be hell if this vaccination thing doesn't go away...

Why don't they just let it quietly go away?

toady
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YES, why??....If you don't know the answer, YOU haven't been paying attention.
Hotair
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Don't worry.  Plenty of new soldiers (and police, commercial pilots, prison guards, surgeons, circuit judges) flooding across
the border as we speak.  No problem.  Say hello to your new Haitian sheriff and new Somalian mayor.  They're all exempt
from everything.

Justin Timberbieber
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Even cannon fodder need to be vaxxed, staggering! 
Embailer
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Oligarchs killing and disabling USA military prior to Russia nuclear attack and Chinese invasion.

 

—ALIEN—
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LOL.  One would think that the Empire was having enough trouble finding suckers to fight its wars, without speciously terminating
those they already had on contract.  More proof that no, Our Evil Leaders are not infallible Borg against whom resistance is futile. 
More accurately, they are mostly bumbling idiots like POTUS.

Faeriedust
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It's the endgame. They don't care if they lose good soldiers when their plan is the takedown of America. They will force the
clotshot, or bankrupt, starve you out for non compliance. Welcome to Biden's America. 

spam filter
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Dang. They're gonna miss out of Biden's WW 3.
AI Agent
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To get kicked out they may have to use reverse psychology, be adamant about wanting to stay, but only with a religious
exemption to the Biden clotshot. If you say, "Go ahead, kick me out", the PTB will say, "Na, we aint giving up on you." Then
make your life a living hell to break you.

spam filter
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Accept reality.

You join the military to be a slave for government, that they can sacrifice in war for, well, at the moment and for a bunch of
decades, War Industrial Complex profits, well that sucks, so don't do it.

Imagine volunteering to be a slave by joining the military, how dumb is that, wow did they hike that bit of stupidity big time for
idiots being willing sign their lives into military slavery, what the hell was I thinking. Youth, don't waste it in the military, really bad
idea.

rtb61
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I mean, hell, the boomer generation allowed their boys to be DRAFTED into the military and STILL continued to call this a
"free country".
We have been the dumbest people for a long time now.

A. Reaman
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Excess deaths are the vaxxed. This is going to kill our military, literally! 
PeaceOutPineapple
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China says thank you, it will make their chore a lot easier. Now if only they can get Biden to disarm the public...
spam filter
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They should grab their weapons, honor their oaths, and protect us against enemies foreign and DOMESTIC. 

It is their DUTY!

MAGNUMPI
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Been a doctor for 50 years and I think....oh wait...no one gives a fuck what I think....
lasvegaspersona
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DO you think?

Or do you simply parrot whatever PHARMA tells you?

(would you have prescribed thalidomide? participated in the Tuskegee Experiments?)

mtumba
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Weak People always submit ; with an excuse . 
DelusionsCrowded
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62K WELL TRAINED SOLDIERS?  I'M SURE THEY'D BE WELCOME UNWHACKEDXXXINATED IN
SEVERAL COUNTRIES.
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Not only those giving orders are stupid, they double down on stupid.  Let them have military without soldiers and airplanes
without pilots and see how much good would that do - if you go "woke", you go broke.

lion-50
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DON'T NEED THEM.

PLANES CAN FLY UNMANNED WITH AI.

AND THE T-800 ARE ALREADY BEING MASS PRODUCED.
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Let’s start a GiveSendGo page and hire our own military to take over DC

 

Amused_Traveler
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Anyone remaining in military under present circumstances is not to be trusted.
mtumba
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Welcome to the military. You do what they tell to do. Don't like it? Don't sign up.
Charlie Johnson
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This +100. The issue isn't about a vaccine that isn't really a vaccine, that at this point is harming more than it helps, and has
no real benefit to the age group of the army. The issue is that soldiers must follow orders, no matter how seemingly against
their own interests, and a soldier that will not follow orders is a soldier that will not be first on the beach.

They are wrong to mandate the vaccine, but they are right to discharge troops that will not take it.

hopping-mad-roo
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And those who refuse to take it are right,too.  In spades.
mtumba
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What's the urgency? Even its most ardent pushers tell us that all it does is lessen your symptoms. (BTW, a totally unproveable
claim.)

RKae
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Can anyone say Conscription?   I want the all gay brigades going into Europe first, "Tip of the Spear" and "The Big Red One". 
You guys/gals are badass!!!

MPZ1
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They can reconstitute the rainbow brigade
I Am Jack's 4th Account
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Guess the military is trying to give us away.
vini vidi
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Lots of awol Ukes looking for work.
Elle Hannah Zildette
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But Lloyd got his cut of the pay outs.
Saved Data
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The smart ones who have seen what the meds do.

They all know.  

A_Huxley
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Cull them like sick swine.
AOC-Bernie 2024
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Don't forget your boosters.
WorkingClassMan
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62,000?

3 divisions worth of personnel?

WTF Army?

DayWear
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Our defenses are being purposely neutered.

There's really no other explanation for this ill-advised, potential risk to national security.

Look how it's mostly National Guard and Reserve; the ones whom are tasked to protect the homeland.

That doesn't seem suspicious at all.

🙄

JrhythmG

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Hmmm, take an experimental gene altering vaccine which may cause permanent death or injury with zero compensation rights
and perhaps get into a long drawn out 3rd world warfare shithole in Afghanistan, Ukraine, Syria, Somalia fighting a no win war to
run up the bill on chump US taxpayers for Hunter & Pelosi or get freedom early, take advantage of the pilot shortage, quadruple
your income flying horny vacation single women to Hawaii or Orlando or Burmuda or 

Tough choice 

GhostOLaz

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago (Edited)

Are the recruiters meeting their numbers?   
 

Teens need to think long and hard about joining now especially the national guard.   In the event of civil unrest you may be
pointing your guns at friends and neighbors.  Then see how well following orders feels.  

lanzate

#

#

10 Reply"

18 hours ago

Nope, even when they got rid of the high school diploma requirement they are still only around 40% of the recruiting goals.

Nobody wants the fucking Clot Shot mandate, it's like your own side murdering you before the enemy does.

A. Magnus

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

Nope and they are handing out green cards 
crankyoldlady

#

#

1 Reply"

18 hours ago

They don't know what they are doing, or they are a Fifth Column at work.
Electric Grid Down with Sweet and Sour

#

#

7 Reply"

18 hours ago

They do know what they are doing...
espirit

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

C'mon DeSantis get the Home Guard going...
espirit

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

My body, my choice.  Your body is inseparable from your life.  So its covered by the consitution's life, liberty and pursuit of
happiness.

ArkansasAngie

#

#

2 Reply"

18 hours ago

This "BREAKS" nearly the entire Nuremberg Code.
NoPension

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

These are the same Swampite vermin who force vaccines on servicemen, then pick a fight with Russia.

Swampite vermin, Pentagon cowards, and NATO tapeworms cannot replenish the services because smarter men and women
would prefer occupations other than disposable concubines, pawns, and cannon fodder to fatten MIC bankbooks.

Any serviceman or woman who can should leave the armed services as soon as possible, and no decent American should enlist
until the Augean Stables are flushed.

Where oh where is that meteor.

 

fleur de lis

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

Lgpq+ will fill these spots. No worries
Lowcash

#

#

1 Reply"

19 hours ago

All the vaxed people in my large family and all I hear is that this one tested pos or that one did.

My sister in law who is a repertory therapist had to quarantine for a week after testing pos and after having taken all the required
vaxes. They are already very short staffed at the hospital she works at.

She didn't even feel ill.

 

notfeelinthebern

#

#

Reply"

19 hours ago

"She didn't even feel ill."

Perhaps the only malady was her desire to be tested with a Chinese made PCR test ramped up to 35 cycles so that even a
papaya tests positive??

King Kona

#

#

19 hours ago

They wilk probably need a major energy shortage and/or rail shutdown, to distract from what is happening.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/begins-new-zealand-doctors-send-letter-asking-police-investigate-deaths-
following-covid-vaccinations/

desertdog
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1 Reply"

following-covid-vaccinations/

#

#

3 Reply"

19 hours ago

I don't think they need any distractions. Have you interfaced with a leftist lately? They could watch a 25-year-old elite athlete
keel over dead moments after being jabbed and they'd tell you it was long covid or coffee or SADS.

The psychosis is much, much deeper than we can appreciate. 

First There Is A Mountain

#

#

2 Reply"

17 hours ago

That's 62K active military on the side of freedom. It's just the tip of the spear.

We're all Tuskegee now. All property of the state. When the issue is not just to demoralize the People, but to demoralize the
military of the People.

Supporting our soldiers means supporting the Peoples' People. Those first responders. I'm getting sort of tired of living in a world
of demoralization. It all begins with usury. Since the 1960s in one example, the civil rights movement has resulted in
demoralization and incarceration and crime and broken homes and "if you don't vote for Biden you ain't Blatt". People are not
having it. The cognative dissonance, the psychological abuse, the identitarianism... the diversity hire... the breakfast tacos.

It's not your color. Everyone is getting screwed. Blatt, Whyt, Brown, Asian, whatever. The only people who are faring well are liars
about their Native American status that genomics don't even test for. Lilke Aunt Liz.

She's up there with her massinJill... Biden.

It's like eye color is next. Recessive genes, dominant genes?

When the 2020 selection was a crowdfund. No one is honored and we're all suffering the abuse. No one's got reparations. We're
all less wealthy. And the new hire isn't fixing anything.

We're all Americans, but we're not all adults. As a country: are we going to let the six year old run the show? That six year old can
run your life for you. But not me. It's time to step up as adults and fade the racist Democratic party and their fascism. Anyone
who wants to demoralize you is a trick. If you have anger... you're the person in the crowd getting fooled at the magick show. You
are being played.

That's your choice.

You're playing. I'm not.

That's my choice. I've played myself and saw where that goes.

You watch: There is no reason to ever be demoralized on this earth because God provides our life. And we're here together. We're
not separate. We're one people. Under God. Not divided under a civil rights affirmitive action ruling or fake votes. Heaven doesn't
care. Heaven says narrow is the path: But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it. Matt. 7:14

It doesn't say what ethnicity you are. It says, y'all can't find it because you aren't seeking. You have to give up your earthly ways.
What you identify as. Then you will be free. Give up everything. All your junk. Try it as an hors d'oeuvre to death. Not your orgasm.

Military are not the property of the government. The Government is the propery of the Military. We the People.

Don't believe me? Look at the Revolutionary War.

Some hipster will not be happy with me. She'll say, I was born like this. And you are either born to witness or born to do
something. Anger and pain are premature enlightenment. If you're mad, that's your problem. I don't have a care in the world,
especially about some election or nuclear war. I don't care. I'm living my life. I hold my money like I'm about to eat a sandwich.

Drink up. No one is ever, ever going to take my good attitude in this place. I'm not going to worry about my future or my past.
That's for losers. What I'm going to do... What I'm going to do is... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vYnas6q3Sg

Because, Hunter. /S Fuzks!

Hit the Pinyata Bitchez!

 

Golden Showers

#

#

1 1 Reply"

17 hours ago

1. they aren't active.

2. they are getting kicked out

I Am Jack's 4th Account

#

#

1 Reply"

16 hours ago

This saved me from a depression:

Because I know you like it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvlPRiPgKmM

It's not that our shorties and little cuz's don't know respect or worldly ways. It's because they're so good at ignorance.

Faith. Millions of people without father figures other than George Michael with their lungs collapsed all seeking treatment.
We love our angry cuz. Someone so broke up in they genes gonna put me in tha dirt after all. With their pop gun. No one
hitz me with them linkz.

I'll do the work of 1.5. It's easy. I'll make you do your homework. Let's do the times tables and watch you cry. Or you
could have Bill Cosby.

I'm not supposed to convince you. I'm supposed to sit back and watch you lose your minds.

That's my pleasure. I'll troll anywhere and everywhere I want to troll. Not because I'm hating, but because I love. Real life.
All day. Every day.

Golden Showers

#

#

2 Reply"

16 hours ago

You aren't active.
Golden Showers

#

#

2 Reply"

16 hours ago

No they're not getting kicked out.

You spent your entire life not getting kicked out.

Loser.

Golden Showers

#

#

Reply"

58 minutes ago (Edited)

Right now, those who genuflect before the notion of servicemen protecting the country make me wonder - protecting us from
whom?  Whose soldiery has landed upon our shores and begun the process of conquest?  Whose weapons have been unleashed
on our military or civilians among any of our 50 states?

There are lots of reasons for men to elect to join the military for their own purposes (not the least of which is being able to get
your tallywhacker whacked off for free), but right now while a few are joining from a misguided sense of duty, most are joining for
their own purposes, and in either case not enough are signing on the dotted line to meet recruiting goals.  If you need
"defenders", look among those groups who benefit from quotas and set-asides and affirmative action - not amongst the group
being disadvantaged by these progressive policies.  Refusal to take a vaccine that does little good and can do much harm seems
like a convenient way to extract yourself from an organization you may now regret having joined in the first place.

[edited for grammar correction]

Qui Custodit

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Please stop using logic and common sense when trying to understand the scamdemic. All that falls by the wayside, constantly.

Just remember, its safe and effective because thats all we need to know or follow. It bridges all political lines, in every country
thats participating in the scam.

3.14159

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Did not read... Epoch times in the by line... that means if you want the rest of the article ya gotta get behind the pay wall.
JCo

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

The government is going to have a massive class action lawsuit from these fired soldiers in a few years. 
4legsgood2legsbad

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Makes sense to maintain an optimum fighting force. Who will be ling up for the vaxxes, leftist metrosexuals, trannies and women.
Refusing? Toxic males.

Yes, the US is fine tuning a fighting force in invoke terror in its enemies as the rainbow flag leads the bayonette chage.

Gravel Rash

#

#
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